Bachelor of SCIENCE & Bachelor of LAWS
Nurtures professionals with scientific and legal knowledge in a STEM-driven society
2024-25 (September 2024 intake)

What the Programme Covers

**LAWS**
- Foundational legal concepts and systematic honing of professional skills such as critical thinking, analytical and problem-solving skills, etc.
- Courses on case reading, legal research and writing, and statutory interpretation, etc.
- Valuable experiential learning opportunities
  - Mooting competitions,
  - Clinical legal education

**SCIENCE**
- Scientific knowledge & research skills
  - Lectures, laboratory courses and workshops
- Interdisciplinarity
  - Cross-disciplinary knowledge, analytical and evaluation skills
  - Independent research experience with original thinking
  - Research courses, field camps and project-based courses
- Work experience
  - Internships, placements

Key Features

**First of its kind in Hong Kong** for students who intend to develop expertise in both science and law

**Cultivates legal and scientific mindsets** for academic talents

**Feeds into the development of STEM talents** who are capable of handling a wide variety of innovation-related matters such as patent applications

**Copes with the soaring demand of patent practitioners and legal professionals in the technology industry**

Further Information

- Programme website
- HKU Undergraduate Admissions

Quota: 20